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Health & Wellness

Publication:
October 2022
Page Two

Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Embracing Unrest
Harness Vulnerability to Tame Anxiety and Spark 
Growth

Sandra Parker, PhD
Harness feelings of unrest to help alleviate anxiety and panic, numbness, and depression, and 
embrace the remarkable force for growth that lies within.

Through her thirty years of clinical practice, esteemed psychologist Sandra Parker has seen how 
anxiety, intimacy problems, and depression all stem from the conscious and unconscious ways 
we avoid experiencing the vulnerability of our inner lives.



Are you hampered by self-doubt? Does it seem you ought to feel more joy than you do? Are you 
living the meaningful life you long for? In EMBRACING UNREST, Parker shows you the answers to 
your questions are inside you, heralded by a tiny signal that holds the key to your growth: unrest.



Drawing on brain science and using proven techniques derived from her extensive experience 
helping others, Parker teaches you how to slow down enough to recognize when you need to 
pay attention to your body’s signals, to accept your emotions and the utterly transformational 
power of mattering deeply to yourself, so you can come alive to the promise of your own 
potential and live more fully.

Sandra Parker, PhD, is a registered psychologist with thirty years' experience helping people resolve 
anxiety, depression, and loss of intimacy by understanding unrest. Her practice explores ideas from 
developmental psychology, neurobiology, psychodynamic therapy, experiential processes, and 
mindfulness practices. She earned her doctoral degree at the University of British Columbia, in 
Vancouver, and is a member of the BC Psychological Association, Canadian Psychological 
Association, and Canadian Register of Health Service Providers in Psychology.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“One of the best books I have read 
about anxiety in a long while… 
Lifts the veil to show readers 
where and how they hurt and 
how to transform that hurt into 
the energy they need to live 
better lives… You’ll want to read 
this book and then pass it on to 
others.”

—Book Commentary Review

“Deeply touching and beautifully 
written… Endlessly practical and 
effective… it’s a gem.”

—Rick Hanson, PhD, New York Times 
bestselling author of Resilient and 
Hardwiring Happiness

“This book can help almost 
anyone live a richer, more 
engaged, more empowered life by 
tapping our inner healing 
potential while boldly facing the 
enormous challenges of being 
human.”

—Dr. Ronald D. Siegel, author of 
The Extraordinary Gift of Being 
Ordinary: Finding Happiness 
Right Where You Are
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Health & Wellness

Publication:
February 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

I’ll Start Again Tomorrow
And Other Lies I’ve Told Myself

Sonia Jhas
An empowering guide to help you embrace a new approach to your wellness journey—and 
your life!

“This time I will not give up! I’ll exercise every day. I’ll eat super clean. I’m totally ready to be my 
best self,” you tell yourself. You’re convinced that this time will be different. But then the familiar 
angst and negative narrative begin to take over, and before you know it, you are whispering to 
yourself, “I’ll start again tomorrow.”



If this sounds all too familiar, you’re not alone. Mindset and wellness expert Sonia Jhas has 
been there, and she understands how hard it can be to break the on-again-off-again cycle. In 
I’LL START AGAIN TOMORROW, Jhas shows you how to overcome the self-sabotaging 
beliefs and behaviours that are preventing you from conquering your wellness goals. Serving 
up tough love, inspiring personal stories, wellness insights, and piercing questions, Jhas guides 
you through the difficult and joyful journey of self-discovery to help you finally get unstuck.

Sonia Jhas is a TEDx speaker and an award-winning mindset and wellness expert. She is fired up by 
her mission to help people marry healthy living with a life lived well. Her special brand of inspiration 
and wisdom involves tried-and-true techniques that help people unlock lasting momentum and 
unapologetic self-fulfillment. Sonia’s enthusiasm, sense of humour, and openness about her own 
journey have earned her a reputation as an unstoppable force in the wellness arena.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com
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Health & Wellness

Publication:
May 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Manuscript

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Whole Woman Health
A Guide to Creating Wellness for Any Age and Stage

Carrie E. Levine, CNM
Don’t wait until you’re sick to take care of yourself. Live your whole, healthiest life with the 
definitive introductory guide to functional medicine for women.

Decades of listening to and caring for women have given Carrie Levine, certified nurse midwife 
and Institute for Functional Medicine certified practitioner, a collective women’s wisdom. Share 
in that wisdom with the comprehensive and empathic guidance of WHOLE WOMAN HEALTH. 
Find out how to apply the principles of functional medicine to your life so that you can thrive 
physically, emotionally, and spiritually.



First, WHOLE WOMAN HEALTH will give you an understanding of the key principles of 
functional medicine. Then, you’ll learn to recognize how factors like stress, diet, and trauma 
affect your daily health and wellbeing. Informed by the diverse roster of patients at her Whole 
Woman Health clinic, Levine shares stories of women encountering the health roadblocks that 
stump so many of us—and charts their whole path forward toward healing and happiness.



Tap into the medicine of “why” instead of the medicine of “what” with Levine’s customizable, 
expert guidance, and experience the benefits of integrating science and intuition through a 
functional medicine approach to your health and wellbeing.

Carrie E. Levine is a certified nurse midwife, an Institute for Functional Medicine certified 
practitioner, and the founder of the Whole Woman Health clinic in Newcastle, Maine, where she 
helps women of all ages to assess and achieve their health goals. In her two decades of innovative 
healthcare practice, Levine has harnessed science and intuition to connect her patients' physical 
symptoms and test results with their lifestyle choices and daily practices, resulting in wholly healthy 
and happy lives.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“As a seasoned women’s health 
practitioner, Carrie Levine distills 
complex scientific concepts into 
accessible next steps to heal your 
body, mind, and spirit. Levine is 
gifted in her ability to voice the 
collective wisdom of diverse 
women, backed by science and 
informed by intuition. This is a 
must-read for any woman 
looking to live a healthier life.”

—Ellen Vora, MD, author of The 
Anatomy of Anxiety

“Carrie Levine’s book is practical 
and accessible, like the auntie I 
wish I had as I was learning about 
my own body as a woman. Her 
wisdom and knowledge are 
applicable to any age and 
demystify some of the myths or 
misbeliefs many of us were taught. 
This is a handbook you will keep 
close by for years to come.”

—Alexandra Roxo, bestselling 
author of F*ck like a Goddess: 
Heal Yourself. Reclaim Your 
Voice. Stand in Your Power
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June 2023
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Materials:
Manuscript

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Stress Wisely
How to Be Well in an Unwell World

Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe
Life is hard as hell, but also joy-filled, complicated, and messy. Start working towards living 
the good life with guidance from an award-winning researcher, speaker, and teacher.

The pace of life has increased dramatically, and the bodies that carry us are desperately trying to 
catch up. In STRESS WISELY, Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe draws on her rich research in wellness, 
stress, and resiliency to gently guide us towards navigating the chaos effectively. Exploring the 
eight touchstones of wellness (physical, emotional, intellectual, social, environmental, 
occupational, financial, spiritual), Dr. Robyne shows how, instead of avoiding stress, we can learn 
to live a full, healthy, and whole life in inherently tough circumstances.



With her signature honesty and humor, relatability, and intimacy, Hanley-Dafoe offers the gift of 
awareness. When we can see clearly all the forces at play, we can choose new strategies and 
actions to support our wellness at many levels. Amid the noise and the mayhem and the stress, 
we can find a place within ourselves where we are truly okay just as we are.

Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe is an award-winning scholar and international speaker focused on 
stress, resiliency, performance, and wellness. With two decades of teaching and research 
experience, Dr. Robyne dismantles complex human variables with authenticity, humour, and ease. 
The author of Calm Within the Storm, she is a contributor to Psychology Today and works with 
organizations around the globe sharing wise practices for optimal performance with wellness in 
ever-changing times.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe is a 
powerful force when it comes to 
wanting to get your life back on 
track!”

—Elizabeth Manley, Olympic 
champion, mental health 
advocate, and life coach, on 
Calm Within the Storm

“In the approachable and often 
poetic style that defines her 
work, Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe 
illustrates that resiliency isn’t 
some ideal state achieved 
through suffering and scars; it’s 
a built-in feature of being a 
human. As unflinching as it is 
insightful, this book will 
permanently alter how you see 
yourself and your ability to 
endure.”

—Dr. Greg Wells, physiologist 
and researcher at SickKids 
Hospital, bestselling author, 
keynote speaker, on Calm Within 
the Storm
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Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Creating Superfans
How to Turn Your Customers Into Lifelong Advocates

Brittany Hodak
An expert in customer experience shows every company and brand how to bring customers 
from apathy to advocacy in five simple steps.

Brittany Hodak has worked with mega-stars like Taylor Swift, Dolly Parton, and Mötley Crüe, 
and helmed fan-engagement campaigns for dozens of global brands, including Walmart, Disney, 
and Amazon. Combining her sharp business insights with entertaining stories from these 
experiences, in CREATING SUPERFANS, award-winning entrepreneur and keynote speaker 
Brittany Hodak provides a powerful framework for transforming your business from a 
commodity into a category of one.



Memorable case studies from businesses of all sizes prove that customer experience, or CX, is 
the battlefield for wining—and keeping—customers. Brittany’s game-changing CX system, the 
SUPER Model, is simple to learn, deploy, and measure across every organization. Whether you’re 
launching a new business or running a hundred-year-old brand, CREATING SUPERFANS gives 
entire teams a shared playbook for tapping into the unmatched power of superfandom.

Brittany Hodak is an award-winning entrepreneur and speaker who has delivered keynotes across 
the world to organizations including American Express and the United Nations. Brittany co-founded, 
scaled, and successfully exited The Superfan Company, a fan engagement company whose roster 
included Walmart, Disney, Amazon, Katy Perry, Dolly Parton, and more under her eight-year 
leadership.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“Exceptional customer experience 
is the goal of every smart 
businessperson. Creating 
Superfans gives you not just the 
playbook for making it happen, 
but also the playlist. The smart, 
simple advice and pop culture 
references put CX into terms your 
team will relate to, remember, and
—most importantly—really use.”

—Jon Acuff, New York Times 
bestselling author of 
Soundtracks: The Surprising 
Solution to Overthinking

“These pages are filled with 
powerful stories, specific 
examples, and a complete 
framework for turning 
customers into the engine of 
your business.”

—Jay Baer, bestselling co-author 
of Talk Triggers

“I know firsthand what it means 
to have loyal, dedicated fans. 
Whatever your ‘thing’ is, you’ll 
find advice in Creating Superfans 
to help you go further, faster, 
with a loyal tribe cheering you 
on.”

—Bobby Bones, New York Times 
bestselling author; TV and radio 
personality
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February 2023
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Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

No More Status Quo
A Proven Framework to Change the Way We Change 
the World

Heather Hiscox
Social entrepreneur, speaker, and coach Heather Hiscox offers frustrated changemakers in 
nonprofit, local government, and philanthropic organizations a better way to change the world.

If you have ever felt disillusioned with the social impact sector, worried that your organization 
might be wasting resources without a process to guide decision-making, or wondered whether 
these programs are truly leading to significant change—you are not alone. NO MORE STATUS 
QUO will validate what you have noticed is broken, and give you the tools to create a better 
path forward.



Discover Heather Hiscox’s PAUSE framework: a set of problem-solving skills to counter uncertainty 
in any size and type of nonprofit, local government, or philanthropic organization. Find out how 
to prioritize learning, centre stakeholders, and quickly test potential solutions so you can be 
certain of what will work and why, and use fewer resources while achieving greater impact.



If you and your organization are ready for change, NO MORE STATUS QUO will give you clear, 
easy-to-use skills and tools to open your thinking, adapt your work behavior, and get more 
impactful results right away.

Heather Hiscox is the founder and CEO of Pause for Change, an organization that helps changemakers 
have the greatest impact while using fewer resources and less time. She is also the co-creator of 
Possibility Project, an online conversion series and growing community of disruptive changemakers. 
She speaks at conferences and events about shifting status quo practices in social impact (nonprofit, 
local government, and philanthropic) organizations and has launched several ventures that benefit 
the social impact sector.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“No More Status Quo is the book I 
didn’t know I was missing!… 
Heather artfully weaves in her 
own experiences with hand-picked 
expert insights to frame how we 
can disrupt our current ways of 
changemaking that leads to 
better and more sustained impact.”

—Nate Wong, partner, The 
Bridgespan Group; former chief 
strategy and innovation officer 
at the Beeck Center for Social 
Impact and Innovation, 
Georgetown University

“No More Status Quo is a must-
read for nonprofit leaders 
looking to innovate faster and 
increase their impact. Heather’s 
stakeholder-centric approach 
provides a proven framework for 
reducing the uncertainty 
associated with change, driving 
down waste, and increasing 
meaningful impact.”

—Gabe Cooper, CEO, Virtuous 
Software

“In No More Status Quo, Heather 
Hiscox brings the ‘lean start-up’ 
approach into the 2020s. With a 
sense of humility and a social 
justice perspective, Hiscox offers 
all us nonprofit leaders the 
resources we need to pause—so 
that we can speed-up social 
change!”

—Rusty Stahl, founder, president 
and CEO, Fund the People
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March 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Grow
12 Unconventional Lessons for Becoming an 
Unstoppable Entrepreneur

Mike Fata
Discover the successful entrepreneur inside you, and build a sustainable, health-giving 
business that is both financially viable and socially responsible.

Detailing his own journey from high-school dropout to successful CEO, and drawing on his 
achievements (and failures) over twenty-five years in the natural health and sustainability 
industry, Mike Fata’s GROW is a must-have guide for entrepreneurs seeking a pathway to success.



In today’s ever-evolving world, entrepreneurial success means learning to look beyond the 
ledger. Because a business is more than financial statements—it’s a reflection of the people who 
build it. Stressing the importance of passion, integrity, and community, the 12 easy-to-follow 
lessons in GROW will show you how to grow intentionally and build a business that is both 
authentic to you and relevant to the current landscape. A landscape that values not only the 
health and well-being of the bank balance, but also of people and the environment. 



It may seem scary to stray from the conventional business model, but Mike Fata knows it is 
possible because he has done it. And he wants to help you do the same.

Mike Fata co-founded Manitoba Harvest Hemp Foods in 1998 and has become a leader in natural 
health, nutrition, hemp foods, organic agriculture, sustainable business, and entrepreneurship. Mike is 
the host of the Founder to Mentor podcast, lifetime member (past chairman) of the Canadian 
Health Food Association, lifetime member (past chairman) of the Young Presidents' Organization, 
and investor/advisor to a portfolio of companies. After multiple nine-figure exits in his industry, Mike 
now coaches and mentors natural products entrepreneurs.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“Mike is an exceptional 
entrepreneur and mentor. anyone 
building a business will benefit 
from reading his book.”

—Arlene Dickinson, dragon on 
dragons' den; entrepreneur and 
bestselling author

“Mike’s honest and authentic 
accounting of his business 
leadership journey will provide 
you with a comprehensive 
situational toolkit on how to be 
better prepared to grow your 
business—highly recommended!”

—Rick duha, retired Chief 
Operating Officer, ypo

“Grow is a must-read for any 
leader, creator, or entrepreneur. 
Mike has distilled his revolutionary 
tactics into a path you can follow 
to craft a stellar business.”

—Julie Daniluk, tv host and 
bestselling author
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Publication:
October 2022
Page Two

Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Happen to Your Career
An Unconventional Approach to Career Change and 
Meaningful Work

Scott Anthony Barlow
Looking for meaningful work that pays well? Hoping to make a big change without taking a 
step backwards? There’s only one thing standing in the way of your ideal career: You.

In HAPPEN TO YOUR CAREER, podcast host, career coach, and CEO Scott Anthony Barlow 
shows you it really is possible to find your way to a career that feeds and fulfills you; one in 
which you get to use the talents, strengths, and skills you already possess to get just as much 
back as you put in.



Drawing from his years studying Happy High Achievers—high performers who are fulfilled in 
their careers—Barlow delivers real-life case studies and insights so that you, too, can join their 
ranks. Learn about the Four Major Milestones that all Happy High Achievers cross, and the Five 
Obstacles to Change that each needs to overcome, and soon you’ll see it really is possible to 
have a career you’re enamored with—one that is good for you, your family, your bank account, 
and even your long-term health.

Scott Anthony Barlow wants you to find work you freakin' love! He is CEO of Happen To Your 
Career and host of the HTYC podcast, which has been listened to over 3 million times across 159 
countries, and is the largest career change podcast in the world. As a former HR Leader, Scott has 
interviewed over 2000 people for jobs and completely rejects the way that most organizations choose 
to do work.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“Happen to Your Career is a 
thought-provoking guide that 
allows you to take tangible 
actions to change your career 
from burnout to amazing.”

—Vanessa Van Edwards, 
bestselling author of Captivate 
and Cues

“A road-tested map for moving 
from burned-out, fed-up mess to 
a delightfully ‘Happy High 
Achiever.’ Scott Barlow outlines 
the exact steps to build a bridge 
toward a more meaningful career 
full of curiosity and 
unconventional experiments, one 
that enlivens you and everyone 
whose lives you touch.”

—Jenny Blake, podcaster and 
author of Free Time, Pivot, and 
Life After College

“Scott’s message has always been 
clear: don’t settle. Happen to 
Your Career reveals what makes 
work meaningful and inspires you 
with the stories of those who 
have found career happiness. Use 
these insights to create the work 
life you’ve been dreaming about.”

—Dave Stachowiak, host of the 
Coaching for Leaders podcast
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Publication:
April 2023
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Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Rising
From a Mud Hut to the Boardroom—and Back Again

Graci Harkema
From the Congo to Michigan, USA, diversity, equity, and inclusion expert Graci Harkema 
traces her path to find her place in the world.

In this astonishing memoir, Graci Harkema revisits her experience growing up as an adoptee 
from the Congo in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Her childhood was spent wishing to be lighter and 
blonder, like her siblings and classmates. She kept her sexuality a secret, afraid to stand out even 
more from her peers. Now, Harkema traces her path to claiming and living her own story, 
becoming a successful consultant on diversity, equity, and inclusion, racial justice, LGBTQ+ 
equality, and women in business.



Today, Harkema helps embrace diversity and drive inclusion to ensure open and safe work 
environments. She is committed to empowering employees to perform to their potential as their 
authentic selves—setting an example even as she continues to live her own story, journeying to 
meet her birth mother and discover one more piece of herself.

Graci Harkema is the owner of Graci LLC, an international consultancy providing training and speaking 
on diversity, inclusive leadership, and implicit bias for various organizations and industries throughout 
the globe. The Grand Rapids Business Journal has named her a 40 Under 40 Business Leader, a 50 
Most Influential Woman, and one of the 200 Most Powerful Business Leaders of West Michigan.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“An inspiring memoir of self-
discovery, identity, and embracing 
your own path.”

—Publishers Weekly, BookLife



“A solid remembrance that offers 
the engaging perspective of a 
diversity and inclusion expert.”

—Kirkus Reviews



“Rising equips its audience with 
the knowledge and skills 
necessary to implement changes 
and work toward inclusive 
workplaces.”

—Foreword Reviews

“A riveting and heart-wrenching 
memoir. Graci Harkema brilliantly 
and generously shows us how to 
unapologetically and fiercely be 
our true selves.”

—Rhonda M. Roorda, award-
winning author of In Their Voices; 
consultant to the NBC television 
series This Is Us

“Graci Harkema truly embodies 
what it means not only to awaken 
but to ‘rise.’ In this incredible 
book, she utilizes all the deep 
wisdom culled from her journey 
to true authenticity to spread 
her urgent message of inclusion.”

—Jennifer Brown, founder and 
CEO, Jennifer Brown Consulting; 
bestselling author of Inclusion, 
Beyond Diversity, and How to Be 
an Inclusive Leader
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Self Help & Memoir

Publication:
May 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Manuscript

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

The Pink Tax
Dismantling a Financial System Designed to Keep 
Women Broke

Janine Rogan, CPA
Unleash your inner financial feminist and smash the patriarchy, one dollar at a time.

Younger generations are struggling to match the financial successes that generations before 
them experienced. This is even more true for women, who continue to earn less for doing the 
same work as men. Our financial systems simply aren’t designed to support women in their 
financial journeys. Women earn less and have less discretionary income, which means less 
money to save and invest, and ultimately means accumulating less wealth over a lifetime, 
perpetuating the wealth gap.



In THE PINK TAX, award-winning CPA Janine Rogan draws from multiple studies, researched 
statistics, and her own experiences to shine a spotlight on the gender wage gap and the state 
of female wealth. Only by understanding these biases and stepping into our financial 
confidence as women can we start to move the needle both individually and globally, and 
make a more equal world.

Janine Rogan is a passionate keynote and TEDx speaker. She is the Founder and CEO of The Wealth 
Building Academy Inc., and an award winning CPA. Her mission is to educate and empower women 
to confidently and profitably grow their wealth through financial feminism—financial equality for all.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com
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Self Help & Memoir

Publication:
May 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Manuscript

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Brave Thinking
The Art and Science of Creating a Life You Love

Mary Morrissey
To change your life you can’t just dream it, you must also build it. Discover the tools to think 
bravely, act boldly, and live a life you truly love.

Deep inside you is a dream for an extraordinary life. All you need is a clear vision, a shift in belief, 
and a set of practices you can repeat every day. With her proven and repeatable Brave Thinking 
system of transformation, world-renowned dream-builder and founder of the Brave Thinking 
Institute, Mary Morrissey, has helped millions of people break through the barriers of fear, doubt, 
and past failure. 



In this extraordinary book, you will meet individuals who honoured the longing and discontent 
that was calling them to a greater life, including Morrissey herself, who candidly shares her own 
Brave Thinking journey—one that began as a pregnant teenager. By using Morrissey’s Brave 
Thinking Tools, you will enter a realm where the impossible becomes possible in all four 
quadrants of your life: health and well-being, love and relationships, vocation, and time and 
money freedom.

Mary Morrissey is the founder and owner of the Brave Thinking Institute. She is a bestselling author, 
speaker, and consultant with more than four decades of experience. Her transformational talks and 
seminars have made her one of the elite teachers in personal development. She has spoken at the UN, 
facilitated meetings with His Holiness The Dalai Lama, and met with Nelson Mandela. Through her 
books, live events, and programs, Mary has empowered tens of thousands worldwide to achieve new 
heights of spiritual aliveness, prosperity, and success.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“The way Mary Morrissey has 
codified the spiritual laws of 
success into a system for 
transformation is pure genius. If 
you’ve ever thought that success 
was out of your reach, think 
again—because when you learn 
Morrissey’s Brave Thinking 
process, you can repeat the 
system and build dreams again and 
again!”

—Jack Canfield, bestselling co-
author of The Success Principles

“There’s something electrifying 
about Mary Morrissey. When she 
says or writes something, whatever 
it is pours directly into the part of 
your brain that needs to hear it. 
You can’t escape her point even if 
you try. Brave Thinking is Morrissey 
at her best.”

—Marianne Williamson, author of 
A Return to Love

“Mary Morrissey is a consummate 
teacher of living with intention 
and the dynamic principles of 
spiritual transformation. From 
Morrissey’s mystical mind comes a 
highly powerful and practical 
guide to living the life you’ve 
always desired, the life that is, in 
fact, calling you. This book will 
show you the way.”

—Michael Bernard Beckwith, 
founder and CEO, Agape 
International Spiritual Center; 
author of Life Visioning and 
Spiritual Liberation
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Self Help & Memoir

Publication:
May 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Manuscript

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Bragging Rights
How to Talk about Your Work Using Purposeful Self-
Promotion

Lisa Bragg
A practical, cutting-edge tutorial in the art of smart self-promotion to help women shine and 
advance at work, from an acclaimed speaker, advisor, and coach.

So often we are told that if we work hard and follow the rules, our efforts will be rewarded. But 
in these transformative times, old formulas and ideas like this don’t work—if they ever did!



In BRAGGING RIGHTS, author, advisor, and acclaimed speaker Lisa Bragg examines the 
circumstances that have led so many of us to believe we should stay quiet rather than speak up 
about our work. Drawing on the most comprehensive study on bragging done to date, as well as 
interviews with highly successful people around the world across multiple fields, Bragg highlights 
the obstacles to self-promotion and explains how they can be overcome to create more 
opportunities for yourself and others, including those you lead.



Skillfully blending extensive research with practical application, BRAGGING RIGHTS is a must-
read for anyone who wants to stop being invisible and achieve life-changing success.

Lisa Bragg has devoted her life to helping people be seen and heard. Inspired at a young age to 
become a TV journalist, Lisa was a videographer, anchor, and show host before founding MediaFace, 
a company pioneering what we now know as content for our digital world. While she was CEO, the 
company twice received the Growth 500 Award for the fastest-growing businesses in Canada.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“Bragging Rights will help you 
navigate one of the hardest 
things to do—talk about your 
success! This book is full of ideas 
to help you to be seen and heard 
more, without the ‘ick’ factor.”

—Joanna Rotenberg, president, 
Personal Investing at Fidelity 
Investments

“If you want to know how to get 
unstuck and proudly share your 
work with the world, Bragging 
Rights by Lisa Bragg is a must-read 
book with actionable advice to 
lead with confidence and tell 
your story.”

—Amber Mac, bestselling author 
and award-winning podcaster

“Warning: Engaging with this book 
may cause you to walk taller and 
shine brighter. How are you 
different? What is your superpower? 
Can you answer these questions 
about yourself? Bragging Rights 
thoughtfully provides tools and 
context to help you really see and 
celebrate YOU.”

—Julie Hansen, vice president and 
global executive advisor, Salesforce
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Coaching & 
Management
Publication:
January 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Five Brain Leadership
How Neuroscience Can Help You Master Your 
Instincts and Build Better Teams

Carlos Davidovich, MD, with Jennifer Elizabeth 
Brunton, PhD
Turn good leadership into great leadership. Learn to lead smarter with this indispensable 
handbook for your brain at work.

Neuromanagement is at the intersection of neuroscience and daily life in the business world. It is 
leadership that is based on a full understanding of all five of our interlocking brains—our 
reptilian, emotional, rational, and, yes, even our heart and gut “brains.”



In FIVE BRAIN LEADERSHIP, executive coach Carlos Davidovich draws on his skills as a medical 
doctor and knowledge from his many years as an executive in the biotech pharmaceutical 
industry to provide the practical tools and exercises that will help you build your capacity in each 
of these control centers and learn to recognize how they are at play in the ways humans 
operate, interrelate, and react to change. Discover how to integrate key insights from 
neuroscience into your management style with FIVE BRAIN LEADERSHIP, so you can better 
understand your mind, lead your team, build relationships, and reach new levels of success in all 
of life’s domains.

Carlos Davidovich, MD, is a performance and executive coach. He delivers lectures, workshops, and 
coaching modalities that help his clients apply the principles of neuromanagement within their 
organizations to create sustainable change. Davidovich teaches in several MBA programs in Canada 
and Europe and is a thought leader with the Institute of Coaching at McLean Hospital.



Jennifer Elizabeth Brunton, PhD, spent many years as a professor of ethics, bioethics, religion, and 
philosophy while working as a freelance editor on Fulbright proposals and academic books, and is 
now a full-time writer/editor.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“[Five Brain Leadership] explains 
how the human mind works, with 
a special emphasis on helping 
senior leaders become even more 
effective.”

—Anthony Dale, CEO, Ontario 
Hospital Association

“For any leader who wants to 
dive deep into understanding the 
power of our brain and how we 
can use this power to be the 
leader who we aspire to be.”

—Sotiris Karagiannis, MEd, MBA, 
director, graduate programs at 
UNYP

“A brilliant book. Five Brain 
Leadership will reshape the way 
you think about yourself and 
your team, while giving you the 
tools and strategies you need to 
transform your habits to become 
an effective leader.”

—Casian Glavce, vice president, 
Canada, C.R. Laurence Co., Inc.
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Publication:
February 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

The Psychological Safety 
Playbook
Lead More Powerfully by Being More Human

Karolin Helbig & Minette Norman
A transformative leadership guide for managers, CEOs, and entrepreneurs, to help lead your 
team to the highest levels of performance and innovation.

Every employee, at every level, wants to feel seen, heard, and respected. If we don’t feel safe, we 
can’t be our best selves or do our most creative work. That is why leaders must ensure 
psychological safety for their team.



THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY PLAYBOOK invites you to explore twenty-five discrete actions 
that every leader can adopt and practice to create more psychological safety in the workplace. 
Written by Karolin Helbig, a highly respected executive mindset coach with a doctorate in 
human genetics and extensive consulting experience, and Minette Norman, a sought-after 
leadership consultant with thirty years of experience in the tech sector, THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
SAFETY PLAYBOOK is an essential toolkit to fuel team performance and create a high-
performing, innovative workforce on a foundation of respect and shared humanity.

Karolin Helbig is an internationally recognized leadership consultant. With a PhD in human genetics, 
extensive consulting experience at McKinsey, and clients from diverse industries, Helbig’s innovative, 
empathic approach yields high-impact results.



Minette Norman is an accomplished leadership consultant and celebrated speaker. Her workshops focus 
on developing inclusive leaders who bring out the best in their global, multicultural teams. She was named 
one of the Most Influential Women in Bay Area Business by the San Francisco Business Times.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“Powerful ideas, generously 
shared. Simple, actionable, and 
urgent. This book is a must-read 
for anyone who cares enough to 
lead.”

—Seth Godin, bestselling author 
of This Is Marketing

“The Psychological Safety 
Playbook offers timeless 
practices to help you thrive and 
lead in an uncertain and 
challenging world. The authors' 
engaging style makes their 
practical suggestions both 
compelling and actionable.”

—Amy C. Edmondson, Novartis 
Professor of Leadership and 
Management, Harvard Business 
School; author of The Fearless 
Organization

“We’ve all heard lots about the 
WHY of psychological safety; at 
last, we have a practical guide to 
the HOW of it. If you want your 
team to thrive, this book has 
tools you’ll want to use.”

—Michael Bungay Stanier, 
bestselling author of The 
Coaching Habit
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Management
Publication:
April 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Meta-Leadership
How to See What Others Don’t and Make Great 
Decisions

Constance Dierickx, PhD
Even great leaders can improve their judgment. Discover fascinating stories, incisive insights, 
and useful takeaways for better leadership and stronger, more profitable results.

All top leaders make mistakes. They are human, after all. And the more senior and successful 
they are, the more susceptible they are to error—because as confidence increases, hubris often 
does as well. Drawing on a vast body of research from psychology and business, and 
incorporating leading-edge data and research on the science of thinking, emotional regulation, 
and behaviour, in META-LEADERSHIP, Constance Dierickx shows how you can avoid these 
common leadership decision-making traps.



Learn to use uncertainty to counterbalance overconfidence in split-second decision-making, 
show courage without being reckless in a crisis, and demonstrate that different situations call for 
different types of action; discover how to be a better judge of other people to lead more 
effectively; and more. Whether you are at the start of your leadership journey or have held a 
senior leadership role for years, META-LEADERSHIP will arm you with knowledge and insights 
to achieve the highest results from yourself and your team.

Constance Dierickx, PhD, is an internationally recognized expert in high-stakes decision-making. 
Founder and president of CD Consulting Group, her clients include boards of directors and senior 
executives in Fortune 20 companies, private equity firms, and large not-for-profits. She is the author 
of High-Stakes Leadership: Leading through Crisis with Courage, Judgment, and Fortitude, a 
contributor to Harvard Business Review, Forbes, Chief Executive, and others, and has taught 
strategic decision-making at Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“A powerful and comprehensive 
guide to seeing past distortions 
to make great decisions! 
Constance Dierickx’s expert 
knowledge combines with 
actionable advice for a must-read 
book for every leader.”

—Dr. Marshall Goldsmith, New 
York Times bestselling author of 
What Got You Here Won’t Get 
You There

“The ultimate book on thinking, 
leading, and making good 
decisions.”

—Danny Iny, founder and CEO, 
Mirasee

“Meta-leadership is the art of 
seeing a situation clearly—and 
without distortion—so you can 
make the strongest, most sound 
executive decisions possible. 
Constance Dierickx should be 
given a standing ovation for her 
pioneering work on the subject.”

—Mark Levy, CEO, Levy Innovation
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Publication:
April 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Books

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

The Mind-Body Way
The Embodied Leader’s Path to Resilience, 
Connection, and Purpose

Courtney Amo, Dr. Julie Beaulac, Casey Berglund
Tap into the intuitive wisdom of your body to become a better, happier leader—no matter 
the unique challenges of your everyday.

Whether you’re an executive, an entrepreneur, or a community organizer, embodiment can help 
you find meaningful success in life and leadership. In THE MIND-BODY WAY, you’ll discover a new 
way of leading that is powerful, connected, and aligned with purpose; a way that heals you and 
invigorates you to move through massive change—all while inspiring and empowering others.



Drawing on their decades of experience, and a step-by-step approach founded on six pillars of 
embodiment, wellness and leadership experts Courtney Amo, Dr. Julie Beaulac, and Casey 
Berglund will show you how to be a more resilient, connected, and purpose-driven leader by 
deepening your relationship with your body and heeding its wisdom. Through meaningful stories 
and accessible exercises, this practical guide will teach you how to interpret your body’s signals 
and use that knowledge to curb self-doubt and become a stronger, more agile leader in this 
increasingly complex world.

Courtney Amo is the founder of Mahaa, an independent yoga, retreat, lifestyle coaching, and consulting 
practice with over two decades of teaching and leadership experience. She is a certified Designing Your 
Life and Holobody coach, Strategic Doing workshop leader, and Zen Leadership practitioner.



Dr. Julie Beaulac is a registered clinical health and rehabilitation psychologist and consultant with a 
PhD in clinical psychology. She is a regular presenter at conferences across the globe, a published 
author in peer-reviewed journals, and has worked for almost two decades to help clients enhance 
performance and satisfaction.



Casey Berglund is a popular podcaster, TEDx speaker, certified professional coach and embodiment guide, 
and the founder of Worthy and Well, an online coaching and training company. He is an accomplished 
teacher who helps founders, change agents, and guides become powerful Embodied Leaders.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com
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Publication:
May 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Manuscript

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

Employalty
How to Ignite Commitment and Keep Top Talent in 
the New Age of Work

Joe Mull
Turn your company from a departure organization into a destination workplace with 
EMPLOYALTY, a new way to think about how we employ people and the extraordinary 
results this shift can produce.

Amid record-setting turnover and staffing shortages across industries, competition for candidates 
is fierce. How do you find employees that stay, take on challenging work, and deliver outstanding 
products and services? How do you keep your best employees from leaving? By providing a more 
humane employee experience that meets the needs and values of a changed workforce.



Speaker, author, and commitment expert Joe Mull has spent fifteen years teaching leaders how 
to be better bosses. Grounded in research and filled with captivating stories, EMPLOYALTY 
provides a simple, evidence-based framework for creating the kind of employee experience that 
leads people to join a company, stay long term, and do great work. Secure the future of your 
organization with EMPLOYALTY, a clear playbook for attracting and retaining talent, and reap 
the benefits and business results that dedicated employees generate.

Joe Mull has spent more than fifteen years teaching leaders be better bosses. He is an in-demand 
keynote speaker and trainer, host of the popular Boss Better Now podcast, founder of the 
BossBetter Leadership Academy, and author of Cure for the Common Leader and No More Team 
Drama. Joe holds a master’s degree from Ohio University, has taught courses at the University of 
Pittsburgh, and has managed training at one of the largest U.S. healthcare systems.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“Employees do the best job when 
they believe that they have the 
best job possible; the provocative, 
forward-thinking business guide 
Employalty shows leaders how to 
get there.”

—Foreword Clarion Review



“In Employalty, Joe Mull shows 
you how to attract and retain 
star employees that will help 
your company win in today’s 
world.”

—Jim Clifton, Chairman, Gallup

“This is the book leaders have been 
looking for to stop turnover and 
staff shortages that plague their 
company!… Packed with expert 
advice and actionable steps, 
readers will walk away 
empowered to create better 
companies and teams.”

—Marshall Goldsmith, New York 
Times bestselling author of What 
Got You Here Won’t Get You There

“Struggling to stay fully staffed? 
Read this book. Losing top talent 
to your competitors? Read this 
book. Baffled by what it takes to 
energize and engage employees 
today? Read. This. Book.”

—Cy Wakeman, workplace drama 
researcher; New York Times 
bestselling author of No Ego
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Coaching & 
Management
Publication:
June 2023
Page Two

Materials:
Manuscript

Rights Sold:
English (World): Page Two

How to Work with (Almost) 
Anyone
Five Questions for Building the Best Possible 
Relationships

Michael Bungay Stanier
A powerful new toolkit to improve your workplace relationships, from a top thought-leader 
in coaching and celebrated internationally bestselling author of The Coaching Habit.

We have all worked with someone who just doesn’t “get” us. And we’ve worked with people we 
just don’t “get” either, those we can’t seem to work well with or be an effective manager or leader 
for. In HOW TO WORK WITH (ALMOST) ANYONE, Michael Bungay Stanier gives you a tried-
and-tested process to set up your working relationships—even the most challenging ones—for the 
best possible success.



Learn how to communicate about who you are and what brings out the best and the worst in 
you; find the tools you need to talk with your colleagues and set a social contract for how you’ll 
work together; discover how to keep relationships strong and healthy, clear and clean. We can 
all do a better job amplifying the best in each other, navigating the dark spots, and staying 
resilient and generous. HOW TO WORK WITH (ALMOST) ANYONE shows you how.

Michael Bungay Stanier’s books have sold more than a million copies. He has been featured on the 
blogs and social platforms of thought leaders including Seth Godin, Tim Ferriss, and Brené Brown, 
and has appeared on major TV networks, Ted.com, innumerable podcasts, and in many notable 
publications. Stanier is the founder of Box of Crayons, a learning and development company that has 
trained more than half a million people for clients including Microsoft, Salesforce, TELUS, and Gucci.

Represented by: Evan Brown
Contact: evan@transatlanticagency.com

“Michael’s intelligence, wit, 
articulateness, and dedication to 
the craft of coaching shine 
forth…. Even after four decades 
of my own experience in this 
arena, The Coaching Habit has 
provided me with great 
takeaways.”

—David Allen, author of 
Getting Things Done, on The 
Coaching Habit

“Michael Bungay Stanier has done 
for curiosity what Brené Brown 
did for vulnerability.”

—Thomas A. Kolditz, PhD, Brigadier 
General, US Army (ret); Director, 
Doerr Institute at Rice University, on 
The Advice Trap

“Piercingly frank, funny, 
gorgeous, vulnerable, and 
ultimately really damn helpful.”

—Julie Lythcott-Haims, New York 
Times bestselling author of How to 
Raise an Adult, on How to Begin
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Coaching & 
Management

Coaching & 
Management

Self Help

Publication:
February 2016
English (World): Page Two

Arabic: Dar Al-Fikr

Chinese (Complex): Go Books

Chinese (Simplified): Grand 
China

Dutch: Nubiz

Estonian: AS Äripäev

French: Diateino

German: Vahlen

Greek: Papasotiriou

Hindi: Wow Publishing

Hungarian: HVG Kiado

Italian: LSWR

Korean: EHAK

Lithuanian: Bigbooktalk

Mongolian: Education 
Development Centre for Youth

Portuguese (Brazil): Sextante

Portuguese (Portugal): LeYa

Romanian: Publica

Russian: Eksmo

Spanish: Arpa & Alfil

Thai: Nokhook

Turkish: Sola Unitas

The Coaching Habit
Michael Bungay Stanier

Coaching can become a regular, informal part of your day so managers and their 
teams can work less hard and have more impact. Drawing on years of experience 
training more than 10,000 busy managers from around the globe in practical, 
everyday coaching skills, Michael Bungay Stanier reveals how to unlock your 
peoples' potential.

Publication:
February 2020
English (World): Page Two

Chinese (Simplified): Grand 
China

French: Diateino

German: Vahlen

Hungarian: HVG Kiado

Korean: Hong C 
Communication

Mongolian: Education 
Development Centre for Youth

Romanian: Publica

Russian: Eksmo

Turkish: Sola Unitas

The Advice Trap
Michael Bungay Stanier

It sounds like it should be easy, but it’s not: learning to tame your Advice Monster, 
that part of you that jumps in to offer up ideas, opinions, and advice. But taming 
your Advice Monster is crucial to good leadership. Michael Bungay Stanier has the 
coaching strategies, conversational tools, and resources to show you how.

Publication:
January 2022
English (World): Page Two

Chinese (Simplified): Grand 
China

French: Diateino

German: Vahlen

Marathi: Goel Prakashan

Portuguese: Edições ASA

Romanian: Publica

Spanish: Empresa Activa

Turkish: Sola Unitas

Vietnamese: Bloom Books

How to Begin
Michael Bungay Stanier

You CAN pursue your dreams! Be unabashedly ambitious. Commit to the work and 
begin your hero’s journey. Instead of doubting yourself, start showing up for yourself 
so you can show up for the world. It’s hard work, but it’s important. Let Michael 
Bungay Stanier show you how to get confident and start anything that matters.
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The 1-Page Marketing Plan
Allan Dib

To build a successful business, you need to stop doing random acts of marketing and start following 
a reliable plan for rapid business growth. Serial entrepreneur, rebellious marketer, and #1 bestselling 
author Allan Dib reveals a marketing implementation breakthrough that makes creating a marketing 
plan simple and fast. It’s literally a single page, divided up into nine squares.

Publication:
May 2018
English (World): Page Two

Arabic, Bulgarian, Chinese 
(Simplified), Czech, Dutch, 
Estonian, French, Hebrew, 
Hindi Telugu, Italian, Japanese, 
Korean, Mongolian, Polish, 
Portuguese (Brazil), 
Portuguese (Portugal), 
Romanian, Russian, Spanish, 
Slovak, Turkish, Uzbek, 
Vietnamese



Previous rights sold: Armenian, 
Burmese, Chinese (Complex), 
Hungarian, Indonesian, Thai, 
Ukrainian

Find Your Red Thread
Tamsen Webster

You have a terrific idea, product, service, or business. You know it could change a life, a market, 
even the world. There’s just one problem: others can’t, or don’t, see it… yet. If you truly value the 
possibility of your idea, then you’re ready to find your Red Thread—the key to make your idea make 
sense to other people.

Publication:
May 2021
English (World): Page Two

English (India): Most Loving 
Group

English (Audio): Tantor Media

Chinese (Simplified): Cheers

Czech: Grada

Italian: Roi Edizioni

Japanese: Direct

Korean: Hyundae Jisung

Turkish: Nobel

Obviously Awesome
April Dunford

Discover the components of effective positioning and learn how to instantly connect with the right 
audience. Find out how to choose the best market for your products; how to use positioning to 
your advantage; and how to leverage market trends to help buyers understand why making a 
purchase is important right now.

Publication:
May 2019
English (World): Page Two

English (India): Sanage

Arabic: Jabal Amman

Chinese (Simplified): Jie Teng

Japanese: Direct

The Content Fuel Framework
Melanie Deziel

Award-winning content marketer Melanie Deziel shows you how to maximize your creativity by 
systematizing it. This simple framework catalyzes the brainstorming process, making idea 
generation effortless and nearly automatic. Produce fresh story ideas on demand. This book will 
challenge you—and enable you—to tell stories in entirely new ways. It’s an adaptable and 
evergreen guide you’ll come back to repeatedly.

Publication:
February 2020
English (World): Page Two

Chinese (Simplified): Huazhang

Japanese: Direct

Russian: Eksmo

Vietnamese: Saigon
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Communication

Sales & 
Communication

Self Help

Exactly What to Say

(Premium Workbook Edition)
Phil M. Jones

This beautifully designed hardcover contains twenty-two simple and indispensable phrases that can 
be easily woven into your everyday exchanges, as well as three brand new sequences of Magic 
Words, and even more examples to demonstrate how to use them. Discover the tools you need to 
start changing your words so that you can change your world!

Publication:
June 2022
English (World): Page Two

Arabic: Jarir Bookstore

Chinese (Complex): Domain

Chinese (Simplified): China Youth

French: Eyrolles

Greek: Klidarithmos

Japanese: Pan Rolling

Korean: The Wings of Thinking

Polish: MT Biznes

Portuguese: Self

Romanian: California Fitness

Russian: Eksmo

Spanish: Urano

Turkish: Sola



Previous rights sold: 
Vietnamese

Sell the Way You Buy
David Priemer

Discover scientifically supported methods for learning how to ask questions, how to listen, how to 
tell a compelling brand story, and how to talk to people. Learn to understand the customer, identify 
their needs, and move them toward the right solution—without becoming the kind of salesperson 
most people hate. In short, learn to sell the way you buy.

Publication:
April 2020
English (World): Page Two

Arabic: Kalemat

Chinese (Simplified): Xiron

Italian: Roi Edizioni

Japanese: Direct

Korean: Feelec

Move the Room
Trevor Currie

Powerful speaking will lift your leadership and help you put your dent in the universe. This book will 
teach you how. Based on academic research and analysis of the top 100 TED talks, and with 
examples from Trevor’s 23 years of experience, gain the confidence to make better choices, improve 
your presentation skills, and move the room.

Publication:
October 2021
English (World): Page Two

Chinese (Complex): Heliopolis

Chinese (Simplified): Beijing 
United Creadion

French: Pearson

Hebrew: Steimatzky-Tchelet

Black Sheep
Brant Menswar

A black sheep is 100%, authentically original. In this high-octane, entertaining how-to guide filled 
with sage storytelling, words of wisdom, and rock-and-roll humour, Brant Menswar shows you how 
to unleash your own black sheep and empower your life. Discover what makes you an extraordinary 
original, be uniquely yourself, and live the amazing life you were always meant to lead.

Publication:
September 2020
English (World): Page Two

Arabic: Jarir Bookstore

Bulgarian: Locus

Greek: Esoptron

Korean: Feelmbook
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Technology & 
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Technology & 
Disruption

Health & Wellness

The Price of Tomorrow
Jeff Booth

In this extraordinary contrarian book, Jeff Booth, a leading mind and CEO in ecommerce and 
technology for twenty years, details the technological and economic realities shaping our present 
and our future, and the choices we face as we go forward—a potentially alarming, but deeply 
hopeful situation.

Publication:
January 2020
English (World): Page Two

Bulgarian: CryptoPRO

Chinese (Complex): Good 
Publishing

Dutch: Konsensus Network

Finnish: Konsensus Network

French: Konsensus Network

German: Aprycot Media

Hungarian: Scolar

Japanese: Business Kyoiku 
Shuppansha

Korean: KPI Publishing

Portuguese (Brazil): The 
Sovereign Individual

Russian: Popuri

Turkish: Liberus

How Design Makes the World
Scott Berkun

Bestselling author and designer Scott Berkun reveals how designers, from software engineers to 
city planners, have succeeded and failed us. From the airplane armrest to the Facebook “like” 
button, and everything in between, Berkun shows how design helps or hinders everyone, and offers 
a new way to think about the world around you.

Publication:
May 2020
English (World): Page Two

Chinese (Simplified): Liaoning ST

Italian: Tecniche Nuove

Japanese: Filmart-sha

Korean: Turning Point

Russian: Alpina

Turkish: Yakamoz

Vietnamese: Asbooks

The Algorithmic Leader
Mike Walsh

Automation, algorithms, and AI will transform every facet of daily life, but are we prepared for what 
that means for the future of work, leadership, and creativity? While many already fear that robots 
will take their jobs, rapid advancements in machine intelligence raise a far more important question: 
what is the true potential of human intelligence?

Publication:
March 2019
English (World): Page Two

Arabic: Jarir Bookstore

Chinese (Simplified): China 
Machine

German: Vahlen

Japanese: Nikkei

Korean: Alpha Media

Polish: Poznanskie

Russian: Eksmo

Rock Steady
Joey Remenyi

For those experiencing chronic vertigo, dizziness, and tinnitus, ROCK STEADY explains why holistic 
neuroplasticity is often overlooked; why nobody else can prescribe it; and why ignoring, denying, 
distracting, and avoiding symptoms may not work. Vestibular audiologist and neuroplasticity 
therapist Joey Remenyi guides readers to gently feel their way through healing—physically, 
mentally, emotionally, and spiritually.

Publication:
November 2020
English (World): Page Two

German: Narayana

Hungarian: Jaffa

Polish: Vital

Russian: Eksmo
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Rest, Play, Grow
Deborah MacNamara, PhD

Baffling and beloved, with the capacity to go from joy to frustration in seconds, young children are 
some of the most misunderstood people on the planet. The key to understanding them lies in 
realizing that their challenging behavior is not a disorder or deficit. This book will forever change 
the way you think of the preschoolers in your life.

Publication:
April 2016
English (World): Page Two

English (Audio): Audible

Chinese (Simplified): Dipper

Danish: Blue Pearl

Estonian

French

German

Italian

Korean: Hanmunhwa

Polish: Szum Lasu

Romanian: Editura Univers

Russian

Slovenian: Primus

Spanish

Turkish: Erdem

Ukrainian: Smaki

Reclaiming Our Students
Hannah Beach & Tamara Neufeld Strijack

In this thoughtful guide, discover how to build, feed, and protect the student-teacher relationship; 
learn why children are anxious, bossy, aggressive, or checked out, and what you can do; find out 
how you can help children shift their negative identities; and benefit from experiential activities for 
students of all ages that preserve and restore emotional health and well-being.

Publication:
April 2020
English (World): Page Two

Chinese (Simplified): Zhengqing

French: Au Carré

Korean: Hanmunhwa

Polish: Szum Lasu

Russian: Resource

Ukrainian: Smaki

Coaching A - Z
Haesun Moon, PhD

In this practical, accessible guide to having more powerful conversations, based on her extensive 
research with the University of Toronto and Harvard Medical School, leading expert Haesun Moon 
gives you the tools you need to help move others toward greater purpose and accomplishment—
with one powerful word or phrase for every letter of the alphabet.

Publication:
March 2022
English (World): Page Two

Chinese (Complex): China 
Productivity Centre

Hungarian: Solutionsurfers

Japanese: Discover 21

Korean: Pymate

EQ Applied
Justin Bariso

EQ APPLIED teaches you how to channel your strongest feelings in a way that helps, not harms you
—or others—enabling you to break down barriers and improve the quality of your relationships. 
You’ll learn how thoughts and habits affect emotions, and how to replace bad habits with healthier 
ones. You’ll see why even negative feedback is a gift, and when being empathetic can actually get 
you in trouble.

Publication:
May 2018
English (World): Page Two

English (Audio): Tantor Media

Arabic: Jarir Bookstore

Bulgarian: Hermes

Chinese (Complex): China Times

Chinese (Simplified): Beijing 
United Creadion

Czech: Metafora

German: Vahlen

Italian: Unicomunicazione

Korean: Kyohakdoseo

Polish: Rebis

Portuguese: Porto

Russian: Bombora

Slovak: Ultimo

Spanish: Sirio

Thai: Wara

Turkish: Sola

Vietnamese: 1980 Books



Ag ents in

Bo st o n ,  M A  


Fo r t  Co l l i n s ,  CO


Lo s  A n ge l e s ,  CA


Mo n t re a l ,  QC


Ne w  Yo rk ,  N Y 


Po r t l an d ,  OR


To ro n t o ,  ON  


Van co uve r,  BC

CON TACT

t ran sat l an t i cage n cy. co m


r i gh t s@ t ran sat l an t i c age n cy. co m




We a ck now led g e  the  s u p p or t  o f  the  Ca na d a  Counc i l  fo r  the  A r t s . 


Nous  r emerc ions  l e  Cons e i l  d e s  a r t s  du  Ca na d a  d e  s on  s ou t i en .

L IN KS

t w i t t e r. co m/Tr a n sL i t Age n cy

f b . co m/Tr a n sL i t Age n cy

i n s t ag ram. co m/t r a n s at la n t ic_a ge n cy

i n s t ag ram. co m/t r a n s at la n t ick ids b ooks

i n s t ag ram. co m/t r a n s l i t a ge n cya r t i s t s


